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Abstract. An infantry attack over a specific terrain is modeled. A stochastic method described in our previous study is used. In this
model, the position of each soldier during the attack is approximately defined by a square [10 x 10 m] on the battlefield. Making use
of the possibilities inherent in a three-dimensional digital map, a visibility matrix is made up, i. e. the indication whether the enemy
sees the soldier in a specific case is given.
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Introduction
Mostly local wars break out nowadays and the
number of military personnel participating in separate
battles usually does not exceed a hundred. A platoonstrong (up to 30 soldiers) ambush is set, and about 100 of
military personnel are sent for its liquidation. The actions
of each soldier acquire great significance; besides,
combat actions are affected by many random factors, the
description of which by using analytical expressions is
often practically impossible. It is not only manpower

strength and armaments but also utilization of intelligence
data, command and control, material support, exploitation
of terrain relief features, meteorological conditions, etc.
that influence military actions. The totality of these
physical and informational factors, the interaction and
effects of which are not completely understood,
determine the outcome of a battle [1, 10]. The objectives
of military training at training areas are generally not
concerned with grounding certain tactical elements or
verifying statements. Besides, “military operations” in the
training ground considerably differ from real battle. To
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confirm the fighting rules that determine the course of a
battle, statistical data are necessary, because in each
specific case a lot of random factors that distort the final
result are at play. Only multiple recursive experiments
make it possible to single out and exclude insignificant
factors. The collection of such statistical data while
conducting training at a training area is most often
physically impossible. Besides, it would be very costly.
Grounded quantitative recommendations for making an
appropriate choice are in short supply. Yet it is possible
to find grounded answers for many questions by using
methods of mathematical modeling. In this case, a
stochastic description method should be applied. For that
purpose, statistical models and the Monte-Carlo model
are used. Such methods help answer the questions “what
must be done in order to reach a certain situation” and
“what must be done in order to avoid a certain situation”.
Virtual reality thus becomes a key tool [10, 3]. It is
definitely important in training a new generation of
officers who will have to fight against international
terrorism. The essential tool in creating virtual reality for
training cadets is Geographical Information Systems
(GIS). GIS make it possible effectively to process,
analyze, and visualize information pertaining to the
terrain [1]. The employment of GIS also allows costs
allotted for training to be effectively controlled and
decreased and training shortcomings to be eliminated [2,
8].

1. Stochastic models of combat actions
These essential battlefield actions of military personnel
are modeled [7]:
• movement towards the adversary,
• observation and detection of the adversary,
• firing at and elimination of the adversary.
Analogous actions of the adversary are modeled, i. e.
detection of the attackers and actions to eliminate them.
When using a stochastic method, the separate actions of a
soldier are described by random functions.

η i1 (t ), ξ j1 (t )

- defines the place of the soldier on the

battlefield and whether he has been spotted by the
adversary,
η i 2 (t ), ξ j 2 (t ) - defines the character of combat actions
of the soldier (observation, firing),
η i 3 (t ), ξ j 3 (t ) - defines combat capability of the soldier
(injured, free from injury),
η i 4 (t ), ξ j 4 (t ) - defines the amount of ammunition
available for the soldier.
Functions η i1 (t ), η i 2 (t ),

η i 3 (t )

can have two

meanings – 0 (has not spotted, is selecting a target, is not
injured) and 1 (has spotted, is firing, is injured). The
methodology for ascribing the appropriate meaning will
be discussed below.
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1.1 Estimation of terrain features in planning
the course of the battle
Let us assume that a reconnaissance patrol has
determined the approximate location of an enemy waiting
in ambush and a hundred-man-strong company was
issued an order to clear the way for the movement of the
main effort. Let us assume that the assault starts with the
enemy being at the distance of ≈ 600 m. In offence, the
company covers a strip about one kilometer long and
while moving military personnel retain a distance of
d ≈8÷12 m from each other. If the soldiers launch the attack
∆t1 ≈ 3 − 4 s (denying the adversary time to aim) at a
random moment of time ∆t 2 ≈ 14 − 16 s , we will analyze
the movement by changing time at the intervals of
∆t = ∆t1 + ∆t 2 ≈ 18 − 20 s . Such movement can be
described as relocation to another square (the sides of the
squares are ≈ 10 × 10 m ). We shall make the assumption
that within this small distance visibility, relief, and other
conditions change insignificantly.
We shall indicate the position of each soldier by
writing down the indices of the appropriate square xij , i.
e. the line 1 ≤ i ≤ 60 and the column 1 ≤ j ≤ 100 (if a
hundred soldiers are advancing and the attack covers a
frontal area of 10 × 100 = 1000 m , where the distance to the
adversary is 10 × 60 = 600 m ). We will define the position
of the fortified enemy soldier by one index y j because
the enemy soldiers are fortified and will not change their
position during the battle (column index j indicates the
position of the soldier in the fortified zone).
The estimation of the terrain features can be
completely carried out by using the information of GIS
space data. Figure 1 represents 5x5 km square of a certain
terrain in Lithuania.
Thus, the first stage in estimating the features of the
terrain is making up of a visibility matrix of the
battlefield. To that end, the battlefield shown in figure 2
is analyzed.
The attack site is selected and visibility conditions
are analyzed for each singled-out square of the battlefield
(Fig 3). A visibility matrix is made up, i. e. the squares (≈
10x10 m.) seen by the soldier, positioned at a certain site
in the area indicated in figure 3, are marked by symbol
“1”, those that are not seen by symbol “0” (Tab 1).
The visibility zone of the soldier positioned in the
square marked by the letter “X” (an element of the matrix
[1, 37] is analyzed. The table corresponds to the twodimensional matrix [ 29 × 80 ] that presents data about
visibility on a 290 × 800 m terrain. A tool capable of
generalizing the data and giving an overall view of the
visibility zone of the defending soldiers is being created.
Having analyzed the visibility matrices of the chosen
defense sites, we will be able to make a more appropriate
decision for both defense and offense.
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Fig 1. 5x5 km square of Lithuanian terrain

Fig 2. A selected attack site
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Fig 3. Battlefield squares (≈ 10x10 m.) singled out for analysis
Table. Matrix of the visibility

00100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00010000000001000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000100001010000000000000000000000000000000000010000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000011100000000000000000
00000000000001000000000000000000000000000000000000001100001000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000010010000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000010000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000010010001000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000001000000000000000001000000000000000000000000000000000000100000000000000000
00000000000010000010000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000010000000010000011001000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000100000000000000000000000000100000000000000000000000
00000000000000001111110000010010001000000000000000000000100101000000000000000001
00000000000000111111101000000000000000000000000000000000000001100000000000000000
00000000000001111111111100000000000000001000000000000000000000000010100000000000
00000000000000101111111111110000000000000000000000000000000000000000100000001000
00000001000000000011111111111111111111111100100000000000000000001000000000000000
00000000000000000011111111111111111111111111100000000000000000010000000000010000
00000000000000000001111111111111111111111111110000001010000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000001111111111111111111111111111100000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000011111111111111111111111111111111110010000000000000000000000000
00000010001111111111111111111111111111111111111111110000100000000000000000000000
01001010011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111000100000000000000000000000
00010010111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111000000000000000010000000000
00011000111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110000000000000000000000000000
00000001111111111100000011111111111111111111111111000000000000000000000000000000
00000011111111111000000000011111111111111111111110000000000000100000000000000000
000011111110000110000000011111111111X1111111111100000000000000010000000000000000
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1.2 The estimation of the hit probability

P1 ( r ) = −0.2811333993 10−8 r 3 + 0.3809932747 10−5 r 2

(3)

−0.001745603054 r + 0, 3039759662

When firing a rifle, the probability of hitting the
target depends on the distance to the target, type of
weapon, accuracy of the soldier, meteorological
conditions, and other factors. Deviations are distributed
according to the two-dimensional normal distribution
described by the formula [7, 5]:

P2 (r ) = −0.3908155001 10−8 r 3 + 0.5310831321 10−5 r 2

(4)

−0.002447831409 r + 0, 4323335857
P3 (r ) = −0.4828710776 10−8 r 3 + 0.6580168189 10−5 r 2

(5)

−0.003051648499 r + 0,5468916946

p g (r ) =

x2 y 2

1

πσ xσ y

∫ ∫e

( x − xm ) 2
2σ x

e

( y − ym ) 2
2σ y

dxdy,

(1)

P4 ( r ) = −0.507476942 10−8 r 3 + 0.7002399239 10−5 r 2

where the intervals [ x1 , x 2 ], [ y1 , y 2 ] indicate the size

P5 (r ) = −0.6285948496 10−8 r 3 + 0.8747268565 10−5 r 2

of the target, ( x m , y m ) are coordinates of the aiming

−0.004223751700 r + 0,8211659650

point (distance from the weapon to the target), and
and

σy

σx

are average quadratic deviations. Weapon design

features determine them. We will equate the interval
[ x1 , x 2 ] along the direction of firing, i. e. along axis x
direction with the range of a point blank shot when the
bullet trajectory does not rise above the target throughout
the entire flight [2]. The position of the enemy figure can
be chosen at any place on the sight notch zone (soldiers
are trained to move on the battlefield to possibly avoid an
accurate enemy shot). In a concrete case, we divide the
zone into only ten equal parts (because the result does not
change if we increase the number of divisions), use
formula (1) to work out the hit probability in each case,
and afterwards compute the average of these probabilities
[7]. The impact of the wind can also be included into
these computations (data about how much wind of a
certain speed diverts a bullet are usually known). For
example, a medium-strength wind ( v = 4 m / s ),
perpendicular to the firing plane, with the firing distance
of 400 m, diverts an AK74 bullet 0.5 m to the side [10]. If
a bound (moving in bounds on the battlefield during the
attack) lasts 2-4 seconds, and the adversary needs 5
seconds to take aim, the hit probability decreases. Its
change can be estimated by employing the formula [1]
that is widely used in the queuing theory:

Pi (r ) = 1 − e

P ( r ) ti
t0

(6)

−0.00331991022 r + 0, 6197141868

x1 y1

(2)

where P(r) is mean hit probability when target distance is
r, t0 is the average time during which a soldier manages
to take aim, ti stands for a random time interval (the time
of the bound), for example 2-4 seconds. Having
completed the aforementioned computations covering six
points (every hundred meters), we generalize these
computations by using the method of least squares. The
dependence of the received hit probabilities on the
duration of the bound (2 sec., 3 sec. 4 sec.) and distance
is described by the formulae (3), (4), (5) when soldiers
carry out defense in prepared positions and by formulae
(6), (7), (8) when they launch an attack (graphic
representation is given in figure 4):
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P6 (r ) = −0.690996277 10−8 r 3 + 0.9703107311 10−5 r 2

(7)

(8)

−0.004779851704 r + 0,9706942801

Fig 4. Dependence of hit probabilities on distance in offence if
the bound time is: line – 2 sec., dots – 3 sec., strokes – 4 sec.

Soldiers bearing automatic rifles choose enemy soldiers
firing at them or those that are nearest to them and shoot
after taking aim. Machine gunners fire partially taking
aim or conduct area firing; grenade launcher and mortar
fire usually destroys group targets or heavy weapons.

2. Programs simulating the course of the
battle
We have analyzed a mathematical description of
separate offensive elements: movement towards the
enemy and observation, target acquisition, and firing. We
have obtained analytical expressions, i. e. formulae (3),
(4), (5), (6), (7), and (8) of the dependence of respective
probabilities on the distance between the adversaries. We
have mentioned that functions η i1 (t ), η i 2 (t ), η i 3 (t )
can have two meanings – 0 (has not spotted, is selecting a
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target, is not injured) and – 1 (has spotted, is firing, is
injured). Whether a concrete event has occurred is tested
this way. For example, if hit probability
in a concrete
case, i. e. with the soldier being in a certain position, is
equal to 0.4, the random variable r, distributed according
to the uniform law within the interval (0, 1), is generated
and the condition
r ≤ Pi
(9)
is checked. If the inequality (9) is satisfied, it is
considered that the event has taken place and “the target
has been hit”. If it is not satisfied, the event has not taken
place. The same model is used to check other events, for
example “the enemy has been spotted”. Afterwards the
results are summed up, casualties and numbers of
personnel further participating in the attack are counted.
This is repeated until the battle ends, i. e. the time allotted
for the battle ends, more than half of the personnel are
killed, etc. Thus the results of one realization are
obtained. Such computations are repeated 100-200 times
and the average of the results is found (each realization is
different because ever different random variables are
generated) for each computed time moment (point). The
number of realizations is increased until the obtained
answer stops changing though the number of realizations
is further increased with the indicated computation

Fig 5. Change in the number of attacking (stroke line) and
defending (line) soldiers during the attack. r – distance between
the adversaries

accuracy. A diagram of the program was provided in our
work [7].

3. Computation results and their discussion
Using the information of GIS, it is possible to get a
lot of useful information about the terrain where an attack
or an ambush is to be conducted. They help determine
sites from which the enemy will be clearly seen, to
establish the more dangerous directions from which the
enemy might approach the fortifications undetected, etc.
Using our programs it is possible to analyze
different variants of enemy offence and defense and
foresee more beneficial scenarios of the attack or defense.
Figure 5 demonstrates a change in the number of
attacking and defending military personnel when the
assault is started with the distance between the fighting
parties being 600 m. We see that the attack should finish
when the distance is 300 m. because the attackers have
lost half of their soldiers. Figure 6 presents the same
assault described with reference to time. The attacking
party would lose half of its soldiers within approximately
7-8 minutes. After completing program improvements, i.
e. after introducing machine guns and heavy weapons
into the battle, we could get a picture closer to reality.

Fig 6. Change in the number of attacking (stroke line) and
defending (line) soldiers during the attack. t - time since the start
of the attack

Conclusions
Having summed up the results obtained, we can
formulate these conclusions:
1. The developed programs make it possible to
describe the combat actions of a concrete soldier
and analyze the impact of numerous random
factors on the course of the battle: the start of
the attack, the duration of the bound and tactical
elements (covering with fire from the flank,
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2.

different types of soldiers’ movement on the
battlefield).
To estimate what influence makes the terrain,
individual tactics and movement of military
personnel to the course of the battle. Accurate
and timely engineering estimation of the terrain
creates preconditions for effective control of
modern rapid military operations. Employment
of digital maps and high-resolution digital
satellite imagery of the terrain make it possible
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3.
4.

to carry out an effective analysis of the
battlefield.
To compute the expenditure of military
ammunition and estimate the quantity necessary
to reach the desired result.
It is possible to analyze the impact of various
weapons on the course of a battle.

It is possible to explore the impact of all these battle
elements on the final result and use the programs in
conducting classes for cadets in classrooms and in
planning training at training areas.
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